
Because You’re an Alcoholic.

I’ve been taken aside three times in my life, that I can remember, to be told that I was an alcoholic. I
fucking hate being taken aside. It’s often accompanied by a hand on the shoulder, a concerned 
downward gaze and a tone of voice that’s usually reserved for speaking to pets or trouble children. 
Nothing good has ever started with the phrase “can I have a word with you?” or “can I borrow you 
for a minute mate?”. You’re either going to be disciplined, fired or arrested – in my experience that 
it is. It does not matter if it’s coming from a place of concern or aggravation or both, nobody likes 
being told they’re an alcoholic. 

The first one was my own fault. The being taken aside that is. I initiated a conversation about my 
drinking which was my first mistake. It was around this time that I had implemented a set of rules to
keep my benders in check (read benders, not alcoholism, I'm not an alcoholic yet):

1. Set alarms, you’re going to forget a lot of shit.
2. Always have at least a litre of drinking water on your person, you’re going to be thirsty.
3. I don’t remember the others but they were incisive, I guarantee. 

For the most part these rules carried me through, for months they did their job. I was pulling 
mediocre, passing grades in college after flunking out of University and was managing to fly under 
the radar at both my jobs. It wouldn’t be for a few years that I would finally qualify why I insisted 
on maintaining two jobs throughout college because in truth, one would have subsidised the student 
loan enough. It was because it opened up two whole worlds of people to get fucked up with (or 
more often than not; at) that I could contact on top of my existing circle of unknowing, unwilling 
enablers. 

A friend of mine who’d had the audacity to carry on with his University degree after I was bumped 
was graduating and having a party. Still reasonably bitter about not completing my course and 
incredibly anxious about seeing the faces of my old friends and course mates I decided to get 
fucking legless. I can’t swear to the events of the night but I can remember square going one of my 
oldest and closest friends because I thought he’d taken my lighter (never recovered), getting thrown 
out of an event (heavily contested) for bringing in a bottle of tonic wine and smoking in the toilets 
(although some people say this was a different night but fuck it). To write it down now, it reads like 
a red flag; eventful but no one got hurt, nothing irreparable was done or that’s how it felt at the time.

When I woke up the next day, I was hungover. Hungover in that low grade, continuous way where 
you’ve forgotten what it’s like to feel well. For years that was my signature, someone would ask 
how I was – in work, in the pub, in college and I would invariably respond “a little rough”. It was a 
instinct response, it seemed intriguing and a little sexy; who is this guy? He’s always out and about, 
people would no doubt say. The first time I can remember feeling self conscious about saying I was 
a little rough was in the second week of my second job. 

I was working in a popular nightclub in the city centre, famous for it’s “relaxed door policy” in 
regards to drugs. It was a fucking dream come true when I got the job, it was the first place I had 
ever worked, maybe even the first people I’d ever met who wanted to get as fucked up as often as I 
did. I thought I’d really landed on my feet. After one of my first really busy shifts (I was a glass 
collector, carrying towers of glassware off the floor of the club, through the machine and back under
the bar – very sexy), a few of the staff went to a party in Partick. The club shut at three in the 
morning, close down was usually finished by about four so we couldn’t have made it to the party 
much before five in the morning and I’d been fucking drinking. Really drinking. I knew we were 
going out after work and I knew I’d be meeting new people so I’d be drinking all night, before the 
shift (around six cans, was the usual preamble) and after as well – swigging more tepid tonic wine 



out the back pack of one of the boys who loved getting on it even more than me. To this day, I have 
never met anyone who liked to get on it more than him, it was astounding to watch. 

Arriving at the party, we quickly linked up in a bedroom with a few other people who worked at the
club. They were tucked away, playing music from a phone in a manky pint glass cutting up lines of 
cocaine. It felt like the fucking viper rooms, the inner circle. So when a line was offered to me I 
hoovered up the two fattest ones available – drunk and wanting to impress them. I’ve since learned 
that taking some else’s cocaine off their plate for them is not a good way to make friends and 
impress people. I’ve also learned to associate a fair amount of fear with the phrase “that wasn’t 
coke”. I don’t remember much else from that night.

Coming to, on the floor, next to the plate, in my own little viper room people were above me 
dancing. Sunlight managing to break through the curtains, I can distinctly remember someone 
saying “he’s back” and before they could continue I was out the door, striding home – white as a 
ghost, two left legs and sweating. As soon as I was home I fell into bed, two hours later it was dark 
and my phone was ringing to say I was late for another shift at the club.

When I got in, the manager asked how I was; “a little rough”, I replied. About midway through the 
shift one of the boys from the party came up to me and told me what had happened. I’d overdosed 
on Ketamine and Amphetamine which he jovially called a “K-hole”. In a full moment of collapse, 
someone from the party had tried to carry me home before realising they had no idea where I lived 
and eventually left me in the street where someone from my work had stumbled across me and 
brought me back to the party. It must have looked like some bizarre, archaic funeral procession 
carrying this comatose drunk to and from the flat – in my head it looks hilarious, it probably wasn't. 

So I’m lying in bed with my girlfriend at the time after the graduation party, I’m still asleep but 
she’s been awake for hours working on her honours astrophysics degree (she’ll eventually get a 
Masters and a first, god bless). When I eventually come to, eyes sewn shut, mouth like a fucking 
ashtray she’ll ask me how I am and I’ll tell her “a little rough” reaching over to my bottle of water –
the rim of which is hard with toothpaste and dead skin I’m now noticing for the first time. I wonder 
how long it’s been like that? “I’m not surprised” she’ll reply to me, it’s not a judgement but a 
statement of fact and I’m dreading the upcoming attractions – the vivid recounting of my behaviour,
my actions, her perpetual disappointment – pushing her out of my life one way or another. She 
doesn’t remind me or chastise me and my blood runs cold as I gradually realise that I must have 
been so out of control she doesn’t even want to talk about it. I can see by the side of my bed that 
she’s brought me some toast at some point but it’s stone cold now, the butter curdled. 

I think I’ve got a problem. I’ll say this. Give her something, I can’t apologise any more to her, at 
some point its just straight meaningless without action. I don’t even fully believe the statement, I’m 
just selling it and I’ll see if she’s up for buying it. Yeah, she replies, you’re an alcoholic and she 
turns back to her essay on strand theory or whatever the fuck and I try and eat that toast. 

That was the first time, the second came about a year later. Shockingly that relationship had ended, 
not confirmed by my hand but ultimately no one else’s fault but mine (this too will take me some 
time to realise). 

In my bedroom at the time, I’d strategically placed ashtrays and bottle openers all around the room 
so I could simultaneously drink and smoke from any location at any given time. At the time I 
considered it a sign of my stifled genius rather than a physical manifestation of two of my three 
chemical dependencies. Even when someone wasn’t smoking the room was thick with ash and soot,
it had been absorbed into every fibre that the room could offer and my skin was so stained and hard 
with it that I had my own strong cigarette odour. Combine that with every single available surface 



being covered in empty beer bottles and cans the room had a life of it’s own. People would come in 
to wake me up (usually around four or five in the afternoon) and visibly recoil. My sex life had 
somehow taken a downswing around this time, I put it down to my decreased libido and confidence 
as a result of my previous failed relationship and it wasn’t up for debate with anyone. Any. One. 

Pushing a few bottles and cans off the table and onto what little space on the floor remained my 
friend sat down on the filthy futon by my bed and made an attempt at opening the curtains while I 
lay moaning. As the curtains opened, ashtrays all around the room were disturbed and dust shot high
into the air as light from what remained of the day penetrated the room. We were meant to be 
meeting up for a drink at five but when I hadn’t shown up he just came round to my house. Who the
fuck let you in? I can remember thinking.

Insistent to not be seen as unreliable we go out for a drink but I can’t remember the last time I’ve 
eaten so I’m in real bad shape before it’s even fully dark and before I know what’s hit me I’m back 
in bed. Sitting where I started with my friend across on the futon looking concerned. I can’t focus, 
my eyes seem more interested on what’s going on in the back of my head than what my buddy has 
to say and he’s trying to keep my attention.

There must’ve been another person in the room because this is how the conversation went as I 
remember it.

Look at your fucking teeth bro, they’re going yellow.
<incoherent/>
(to offstage) He’s a fucking alcoholic. 
(from the wings) He’s fine man, he’s just having a laugh.
<agreement/ incoherent/>
(spotlight, centre stage) You’re an alcoholic mate. 

That was the second time, it was said once and then never discussed. I carried on drinking with him 
for years until he eventually moved away to Canada with his girlfriend who worked in a pub too 
and would often give me helpful advice. One time watching a film at their flat they didn’t seem that 
bothered about me finishing my eight pack of cans and moving onto a small pocket bottle of 
supermarket brand whiskey. We were watching that musical Disney film about snow white, it’s live 
action, not animated and has Meryl Streep – I’ve not seen it since but I fucking hated it and I was 
very vocal about it. I can remember thinking that they were enjoying my acerbic observations but 
they were not, as it turned out they were trying to have a quiet night in and I’d announced myself 
unexpectedly although that’s not my recollection. When I finally decided that if we didn’t change 
the channel I’d boost home they didn’t seem as concerned as I would’ve hoped so I got up to leave. 
After a little conferring between them, my friends girlfriend turned to me to ask me to stay. I said 
no.

You just going to go home and finish that bottle on your own then?
Yes.

On the way back I ran into this nice boy from college. He stops me and as we speak. Well, he 
speaks, I’m slurring. As we speak/ slur I start drinking from my bottle to try and get some sort of 
reaction out of him. It’s not exactly a cry for help but I’m looking for some sort of attention. It’s 
attention I don’t get so I drain the bottle and smash it into the gutter and wander off. I’m Sid 
Vicious. I’m Lenny Bruce, Bill Hicks. I’m Ernest Hemingway. I’m not an Alcoholic. 

People at college don’t talk to me the way they talk to each other anymore. I don’t know if he 
relayed his run in with me in the street to the class or if the writing is just on the wall. We had a 



project we were working on (I’d call my college a film school but it was a satellite campus for an 
audio engineering course), shooting our own short films and I’d come home one night unable to get 
my footage off my camera. I had a solid three course drunk on and my flatmates had come out of 
their bedrooms to find me shouting at the camera in the hallway on the verge of tears. My audience 
had arrived. Once they were seated and the house lights went down, once I had their full attention I 
launched into a tirade about how my camera wouldn’t work, about how fucked up I was (Literally? 
Metaphorically?) and how there wasn’t any point to anything anymore. For emphasis I started to 
punch the wall, not realising the stone behind the plaster. 

Next day I’m very late back with said Camera I’d borrowed from the college, it’s already set 
someone's production way back – they’ve missed trains etc. and they’re pretty unhappy about it. My
eyes are narrow like I can’t quite face the people I’ve wronged but it’s just lack of sleep and a killer 
hangover. I apologise and hand over the equipment before sliding into my desk at the back of the 
class for my lecture. It’s around this time I realise my hand is swollen to about double its size and 
turning blue. 

The third time was the worst time and the only one that actually left any sort of impression on me. 
Even after this I would continue drinking and taking drugs for another five years, relatively 
unperturbed or slowed but for the first time, words echoed in my head. Every time I hit a new low 
or found out that bottoming out is virtually impossible when you have no self respect I could hear 
the words.

YOU’RE AN ALCOHOLIC IN THE SENSE THAT ALCOHOL IS HAVING A NEGATIVE 
EFFECT ON YOUR DAY TO DAY LIFE.

I can count on one hand (maybe two and some feet, yours, mine, his) the number of times I’ve 
woken up and had a drink. That’s the traditional measure of an alcoholic isn’t it? I’d held down 
about five or six jobs and only been fired once for an alcohol related issue. I’d only lost one serious 
relationship to my drinking but I could explain that away no problem with a myriad of other 
reasons. No Problem. 

But alcohol was having a negative effect on my life on day to day basis and it was undeniable. The 
situation that led up to that conversation was a final straw type incident. It came from the mouth of 
my oldest friend who I was living with at the time, him and his partner. I couldn’t have lived with 
me. Now, my tolerance for other people misbehaving in my home is so slim I am an undoubted 
hypocrite. They tolerated it for years. Crazy shit, dangerous shit and people can truly only take so 
much and we’re able to talk about it now like it was funny. Sometimes it was funny but a lot of the 
time it was troubling and uncomfortable. It must’ve been. To live with someone who has so little 
care or consideration for themselves and those around them is a true nightmare. 

YOUR DAY TO DAY LIFE. 
AN ALCOHOLIC IN THE SENSE.
NEGATIVE.
EFFECT. 

It’s interesting that the prelude to almost all my interventions (not in the traditional “here’s how 
you’ve hurt me” type sense but an accurate use of the term) stemmed from what I can look back on 
as fairly tame incidents. No one identified alcohol as the route problem the countless times I’ve 
been stopped, searched or nearly arrested. Alcohol was not in the discussion when I lost my job for 
giving away drinks and consuming behind the bar (gross negligence has a nice ring to it). No one 
mentioned alcoholism when I split my chin wide open down to the bone and tried to fight my 
landlord.  Ultimately I was never a social drinker, in any sense but my most awful incidents when I 



was truly out of control were always witnessed (setting my jacket on fire and pushing over the 
Christmas tree, sorry) either by a friend or a concerned stranger. It is staggering to look back on and
see only three instances where someone felt the need to step in and characterise my behaviour as 
that which I couldn’t argue with but would continue to for another half decade. 

I’d been dipping out of my usual pubs, usual meeting spots and avoiding certain people for a month 
or two. Trying to keep in contact but hiding behind excuses and “picking up extra shifts”, it was a 
temporary plan for sure, the truth always looming heavy. They say you find out who your friends 
are when you quit drinking but that’s not quite accurate. You find out who your friends are when 
you tell them you are quitting drinking. The world will always keep turning despite who witnesses 
your presence and people are entitled to carry on with or without you. It’s their reaction that’s the 
tell, not what they do with that information – you cannot expect people to do anything other than 
what they want especially when you’ve had a lifetime supply of their patience and energy already.

In AA people will often speak to a defect of character. That’s the thing within them that precipitates 
the need to drink or the need to behave in a certain destructive way. Or more accurately, to be able 
to identify a certain destructive behaviour and still return to it time and time again. It’s telling that a 
stipulation of addiction recovery is that there is no recovery, it’s a rolling process – you’re always 
either recovering or relapsing, this is my understanding. In so much as you’re an alcoholic even if 
you don’t acknowledge it but you’re not recovered no matter how much you do. 

There were two boys who I’d been dreading to tell that I’d quit drinking. My partner knew I was 
going to programmes, to recovery and was supporting me more than I can explain. For all the 
wrong I’ve done in the last ten years I have somehow been given a second chance in the form of the
support and kindness I receive every day from her. Moored and anchored by her propensity to see 
the goodness in others, I approached two of my closest drinking allies to tell them it was G.O. for 
me. 

What’re you on about? You’re not a fucking alcoholic. 

That was that. They knew me well. They knew the story, not all of it but I explained as best I could 
and was met with the same statement. You’re not an alcoholic. 

Marry that if you can to a decade of substance abuse, to a decade of writing on the wall, to a decade 
of mistake, to a decade of wasted opportunities and obliterated relationships. It’s hard to reconcile 
the opinions of those who we hold dear to that we know internally to be an absolutism. I am an 
alcoholic. It saddens me to know that some people close to me don’t see it that way. Where once 
there would’ve been relief that my secret is safe, that relief has now been replaced by another 
roadblock that my alcoholism has caused – this time on the other side of the road. It would be a 
waste to try and persuade them, you can’t quantify or prove how you feel about something no 
matter how blue in the face you get.

It’s hard to measure what it was in those three situations that made people take me aside. What 
about that particular humiliation or grievance or concern made them have to speak up? Much like 
alcoholism itself it’s hard to measure, hard to resign to a diagram or graph. In terms of when I 
became an alcoholic, that’s even harder to measure. I’ve often search through my life to try and 
isolate the trauma that made me need to drink, to try and capture the moment that I had found an 
outlet to erase whatever is wrong inside me. I can’t find the marker or the timestamp to help me 
isolate where the problem began. Just as I couldn't find it the first three times I was told I was 
alcoholic. Just as the last time I was told that I wasn’t I couldn’t prove that I was, there was nothing 
for me to point to – to examine or to prove that I was who I now knew I am. 



That’s fucking life though, eh?


